
Where do you get your 
INSPIRATION?





How do your life EXPERIENCES 
shape your choices?





What I found - and didn’t find -
in Silicon Valley



• Beautiful weather (I’m from the East Coast and hate snow)

• Really amazing food (I’m a vegetarian)

• Really really smart people

• Ubiquitous culture of technology

yet ...

• Still as few women in tech as when I was in college

• Amazing elementary schools, but where was the tech?

• Huge disparity in opportunities for disadvantaged children

• Tech programs that quite simply bored the interest out of kids
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So rather than waiting and complaining 
for things to change, 

we decided to do something about it.

Welcome to the Sparkiverse!



Inspiring children to think big thoughts, pursue big dreams, and discover a 
deeper understanding of how the world works



Sparkiverse Labs has the simple premise 
to put cool and educational tech into the 

hands of elementary school children 
by wrapping it with fun.

We call it "where fun meets tech.”



As parents, we have to change our way of thinking.

We sign our kids up for sports. And music lessons.  And swimming.  And foreign languages. Partly because our kids enjoy it.  
And partly because we know they will learn skills that are valuable for life and all that lies ahead. We believe that giving our 
kids a foundation in technology is just as important. We don't require that our kids decide they want to be an Olympic 
swimmer to take swim lessons. We shouldn't expect each of them to want to build software for a living in order to take coding 
and technology classes.

Technology IS the new literacy.

If we introduce tech to kids early, chances are, more will go into tech fields.  If we make tech as interesting and accessible to 
girls as boys, chances are, we will have more girls in tech fields. If we make tech broadly accessible so that all kids can learn, 
not just those who can afford it, we will have greater diversity in technology fields.  And if kids pursue a non-technical field, 
they will know the "language of technology" and be part of conversations that they otherwise would have been excluded 
from.

But it needs to be fun!

Let's embrace technology and introduce kids to a new world. Let's wrap it in fun at an early age so kids are engaged in a 
friendly, collaborative environment. Let’s weave art into the learning process - not make it an afterthought. And let's watch the 
sparks fly.



About those girls ...



We call it 
Girl-Inspired

How could it be?  A handful of girls?!?

So we listened to the feedback. And weaved in our own experience 

and intuition. Now we're proud to say that at Sparkiverse we have 

some classes where we have MORE girls than boys!  

Looking forward, we’re going to continue making sure that our 

company creates an environment where girls can feel comfortable 

letting their tech side shine through.  I believe that if we expose girls 

in elementary school to coding … and circuits ... and robots …  and 

all things cool tech, that we will see the numbers of girls sticking with 

these fields rise quite organically.  That’s my goal and my hope for 

the next generation. 

Remember - Change requires our knowledge and 
participation! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XP3cyRRAfX0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XP3cyRRAfX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XP3cyRRAfX0


There’s a Reason it’s called a 
Start-Up ...



Everything is from scratch

Every idea. Every “system”. Every dollar.  It’s completely unlike running a business.  There’s no one at the top to complain to.  
And sometimes that’s lonely.  Success is all dependent on YOU ... and how fast you can generate revenue and scale.

The people part is the hardest.

We all have great ideas. But few of us can be successful alone. (I wish I were that good of writer...)  It takes a special person to 
teach kids tech.  How many of you have lead a group of 22 kids in an exercise about functions or variables? Or how electricity 
works?  Or how 3D printers work? It’s one thing to know the tech - it’s COMPLETELY another to keep a room of children 
engaged.

If you say STEM, you need to prove your worth

Sometimes I wished we started a basketball program.  Not really, but they have SO MUCH less to prove to parents about their 
worth. I do like that we are held to high standards, and we should be.  But it’s a constant R&D effort to keep the classes 
innovative.



Happy 1st Birthday Sparkiverse!

My how you’ve grown!



From 0 to Company
Last Fall, 1 school with 3 classes

This Fall, across the Bay Area with 30 classes

This Winter, establishing partnerships with 
further expansions - Sacramento

Next? Middle school, further US expansion, 
and International locations



3D PRINTING ADVENTURES



MINECRAFT EDU



BUILD YOUR OWN 
XBOX GAME



MAKER LAB



3D PRINTING ADVENTURES



ROBOT CODING



3D ADVENTURES



ROBOT CODING



CODING BOOTCAMP



CODING BOOTCAMP

MINECRAFT 
KIDS’ NIGHT OUT



CODING BOOTCAMP





THANK YOU!

Mare Lucas
co-founder, Sparkiverse

mare@SparkiverseLabs.com

co-founder, Traverse Strategies
Marketing/Branding/Creative 

for the Tech Sector
mare@TraverseStrategies.com


